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Kindergarten students use their own senses and common tools to make
observations and collect information. As students learn science skills, they
identify components of the natural world, including rocks, soil, and water.
Students observe the seasons and growth as examples of change. Science
learning in Kindergarten also includes the identification of living organisms and
nonliving objects and their parts. Students learn how to group living organisms
and nonliving objects and explore the basic needs of living organisms.

In kindergarten science, your child will:
Process Skills

• demonstrate safe science practices in the classroom and field investigations.
• use and conserve resources and materials.
• ask questions about organisms, objects, and events.
• plan and conduct simple descriptive investigations.
• use senses and common tools (hand lenses, balances, cups, and bowls) to

make observations and collect information.
• ask questions, construct reasonable explanations, communicate findings, and

make informed decisions.
• use computers to support investigations.

In kindergarten science content learning, your child will:
Change

• describe patterns including seasons, growth, day and night, and predict what
happens next, using charts and graphs.

• observe, describe, and record changes in systems, cycles, and models.
• record changes in size, mass, color, position, quantity, time, temperature,

sound, and movement by observing weather changes and life cycles of
organisms in the natural environment.

Systems
• identify organisms and objects, and their parts.
• explore the basic needs of living organisms and give examples of their

dependence on each other.
• identify how the Earth provides resources for life.

Properties, Patterns, and Models
• learn how systems have basic properties that can be described in terms of

parts, such as those in toys, vehicles, and construction sets.
• understand structures, interactions, and processes found in systems that, when

put together, can do things they cannot do by themselves.

Natural World
• observe and describe properties of rocks, soil, plants and water.
• give examples of the usefulness of rocks, soil, and water.

TEKSman’s
Tips for
Parents

• Let your child know that you enjoy and value
science and that you believe that he or she can
succeed.

• Talk to your child’s teacher about science curriculum
and ask to volunteer to help with the hands-on
activities in your child’s classroom.

• Visit the library regularly to check out science
related books and materials.

• Give science related books and magazines as gifts.
• Always practice safe science.  Protect eyes, wash

hands, and don’t taste anything.
• Motivate your child to use senses to show curiosity

in the home and environment.
• Watch science-related television programs together

and discuss these with your child.
• Encourage your child to classify and compare

objects in the environment.
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Kindergarten Science Activities and Questions

Process Skills:  To help your child learn to use and conserve resources, have
your family participate in the area recycling program.  Set up three bins for
recycling paper, aluminum, and plastics.  Let your child help sort.

Ask:  Explain to me what recycling is. Why is recycling important?
What symbol is on items which can be recycled?
Tell me which items can be recycled. How do you know?
Tell me which items can be reused, and how they can be reused.
(art project, storage containers)
Find two different items with different recycling symbols.

Change:  To help your child recognize patterns in the world around us, keep a
daily weather chart for a month.  Use weather symbols for rain, sun, and clouds
on your chart.  Repeat this activity with your child during another season.

Ask: At the end of the month, how many days were there of each
kind of weather?
Which kind of weather do you like best?  Why?
Predict (guess) what the weather will be like next week?
Why do you think so?

Systems:  To help your child identify organisms, objects and their parts, take a
family nature walk.  Listen for the sounds in nature.  Smell the scents.  Look for
evidence of animal life.  Feel different textures such as tree barks.

Ask: What do you hear?  Describe the sound.  Can you tell me what
is making that sound?
Tell me how this tree bark feels?  How is it the same or different
from other tree bark?
Examine all of the things you found in one place, such as under
a tree. How were they alike and different?

Systems:   To help your child learn the basic needs of living organisms and how
they depend on each other, have a discussion about pets.  Develop a plan for
caring for a pet.

Ask: Tell me what a pet needs to stay alive and healthy.
What would you do for a pet each day?
How does a baby puppy depend on its mother for care?

Properties, Patterns, and Models:  To help your child learn basic properties of a
living thing, plant seeds and keep a picture diary or journal showing what you
observed.

Ask: What did the seeds look like when we planted them?
What do seeds need in order to grow?
Name several kinds of seeds that you eat.
Do all plants grow from seeds?  Explore plants grown from
bulbs, cuttings, roots, and so on.
Name the parts of the plant.  Why are plants important?
Look at a live plant. What might happen if the plant lost all of
its leaves? Why might that happen?

Natural World:   To help your child learn to observe and describe characteristics
of rocks, take a family walk and collect several kinds of rocks.  Sort the rocks
by color, size and texture.  Draw pictures and list words that describe your
rocks.  Some describing words to use might be shiny, smooth, heavy, soft or
rough.

Ask: Which rocks do you like the best? Why?  Which rocks are
rough?  Which are smooth?
What colors do you see in the rocks?  Why do some rocks have
more than one color?
Which rocks are smallest?  Which are largest?


